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揺動散逸定理もしくは Onsager'sregression hypothesis に基づいて，効率的かつ拡張の容易な流体力学相
互作用を考慮したブラウン運動のシミュレーション法を提案する.
Dynamics of sub-micronJnanoscale objec七so百'ersmany intriguing physcial problems since bo七hhydro-
dynamic interactions and thermal fiuctuation are equally influence the mo七ionof such objects. Among 
such objects， colloids andJor macromolecules have been typical targets of research. We propose a sim-
ple and applicable way for simulating colloidal suspensions incorporating hydrodynamic interac七ionsand 
もhermalfluctuation. 
Before introducing our new scheme， we observe what we already know in the set of basic equations 
to describe the Brownian motion in fluid suspensions [1] [2] ， viz.， 
V.v=u，ρv=V ・σ+V.S，
MVi =Fi 十 F~ ， 1. ni = N i + N~ ， 
Fi = J dSiσ， F~ = J dSi . S， 
Ni = J (x一九)x叫 σ，N~ = J (x一九)x杭 S，
(1) 





where p， vare the mass density and the velocity of the host fluid， respectively. M，I Ri， Vi， ni are 
the mass， the moment of inertia， the center of mass， velocity， and angular velocity of the ith colloid， 
respectively. Thermal fluctuation of the system is incorporated through the random stress s which is 
white-in-time and white-in-space， 
(s(a， t)s(a'， t')= 2kBT，o (aー ピ)o (t-t') ， (2) 
where the fourth rank friction tensor ， should be identified form the sもuctureof the viscous stress σ. 
Equations (1) and (2) consists a large Markovian Langevin system. Therefore， not only Brownian motion 
of colloids but that of fluid particles is solved by this set of equations. 
We propose another set of working equations by focusing to solve七heBrownian motion solely of what 
we are interested in， colloids and/or macromolecules. Fluctua七ion-Dissipationtheorem (FDT) on colloids 
states that velocity correlation of hot system (kBT > 0) is equalもothe velocity response function of the 
cold system (kBT = 0). Thus， we omit the random s七ressin the equation of the host fluid but retain 
the viscous stress which is necessary for solving the velocity response. In the hot system， random stress 
s plays a role in sus七ainingthe temperature of吐1ewhole system， but has no coherent effect on average 
regression of the velocity correlation of colloids since s iswhite-in-time and white-in-space. To agitate 
colloids， we need to impose random forces on colloids. These new random forces should be white-in-time 
in order no七七ohave no coherent effec七on七heregression of吐1evelocity correlation of colloids. The 
discussion above leads our set of working equations that is described Eq.(1) wi七h，
8=0， 
F~ = GY， (GY (t)GY (0)αo(t)， 
N~ = G?， (G?(t)G?(O))αo(t)， 
(3) 
Since FDT was not applied to the whole system， the amplitudes of the fluctuating forces GY and G? 
need to be determined implicity. This is done by controlling (V2)(t)， (n2)(t) to certain target values. 
By considering the FDT or Onsager's regression hypothesis on colloids， we derived a new set of 
equations for simulating Brownian motion in fluid suspensions. We conclude the presentation by making 
two remarks. Our scheme is highly efficient since simulation with Eqs.(1) and (3) requires much less 
degrees of freedom for random forces than Eqs.(1) and (2). Moreover， we note七hatour scheme is highly 
applicable to various type of host fl凶dssince Eqs.(1) and (3) do not depend on a specific constitutive 
equation of the host fluid. Numerical results based on our scheme are reported elsewhere [3]. 
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